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In the Victorian era (ca. 1837-1901) people read their literature piecemeal. Like modern 

television programs, Victorian novels were serialized on a weekly or monthly basis. The serial 

parts were either published in twenty to thirty-page installments, or they appeared alongside 

other genres in the era’s many circulating periodicals. Not only did Victorians read their 

literature at a different pace than we do today, they were also accustomed to reading texts 

with illustrations. Many of the Victorian novels that people consider “classics” originally 

included intricate and labour-intensive prints which modern print editions often exclude. 

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Leighton’s graduate seminar “Illustration and Victorian Literature” 

(English 551/Spring 2018) foregrounded illustration and publication contexts in the study of 

English Literature. Dr. Leighton designed the seminar around our access to the rich collection of 

Victorian-era books and periodicals held in the University of Victoria’s Archives and Special 

Collections. Reading titles such as Charles Dickens’s David Copperfield (1849-50) and Thomas 

Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles (1891-92) in their original material formats helped me to 

better understand how Victorians consumed their literature. At each step in my learning process, 

this seminar prompted me to query how formal and material contexts can reinforce, extend, and 

distort the dominant meanings conveyed in literary texts. 

The “Bring Your Own Text” (BYOT) assignment gave me free reign to explore Special 

Collections on my own. This assignment asked students to select and research an obscure 

Victorian illustrated text from the Special Collections catalogue. Because I am interested in 



popular fiction, I searched for authors who contributed to the lowbrow “penny dreadful” genre of 

the nineteenth century. Ultimately, I chose to research an understudied highwayman tale called 

Edith the Captive; or the Robbers of Epping Forest (1872; 2nd ed. 1874) by James Malcolm 

Rymer—the author of the original Sweeney Todd story (Fig. 1). I was so fascinated by the 

centrality of illustration to this penny dreadful that I developed my BYOT project into a final 

research essay that focused on the relationship between verbal repetition, pictorial dilation, and 

narrative temporality in Edith the Captive. I am revising this paper for publication in the coming 

year. 

With the aid of library staff, and with the guidance of Caroline Riedel from the Legacy 

Art Galleries, our course cohort curated an exhibit in Archives and Special Collections (Fig. 2). 

Our collaborative exhibit features the original editions of our assigned course texts as well as 

descriptive labels and materials from eight BYOT projects (Fig. 3). The broad range of materials 

showcases the varied illustration styles and techniques used in influential Victorian publications 

such as The Cornhill, The Graphic, and The Illustrated London News. We were fortunate to be 

able to coordinate our exhibit launch with the final presentations from Dr. Lisa Surridge’s 

undergraduate course on “Victorian and Edwardian Children’s Literature” (English 479/Spring 

2018). Sharing one space in Special Collections, our two cohorts intermingled, acting both as 

presenters and as informed and attentive audiences for one another. 

Many networks of collaboration between students, teachers, and the University of 

Victorian Library contributed to my excellent learning experiences in “Illustration and Victorian 

Literature.” Dr. Mary Elizabeth Leighton fostered a collegial seminar environment in which we 

supported one another in individual and collaborative research. And, throughout the term, we 



relied on the support and expertise of university librarians, curators, and staff, just as much as we 

depended on the Special Collections materials that facilitated our research. 



Figures 

Figure 1: A coloured wood engraving from the fourth serial installment of Edith the Captive; or, 

the Robbers of Epping Forest (2nd ed., 1874; PR3991 A1E3) 



Figure 2: “Illustration and Victorian Literature” exhibition poster—written by Dr. Mary 

Elizabeth Leighton; edited by Kate Fralick, Kailey Fukushima, Eric Henwood-Greer, Iona Lister, 

Graham McMonagle, Heidi Rennert, and Emily Scott; designed by Josie Greenhill 



Figure 3: Edith the Captive; or, the Robbers of Epping Forest (2nd ed., 1874) display case in the 

“Illustration and Victorian Literature” exhibition—a fold-out coloured wood engraving from the 

first serial installment 

Exhibition label text: 

“Gratis! Gratis! Gratis! In 1872, Henry Clarence published a second edition of James Malcolm 

Rymer’s popular highwayman’s tale, Edith the Captive (originally serialized 1860–62). The new 

edition featured one large coloured wood engraving at the beginning of each penny installment. 

The publisher advised readers to bind the engravings in an art-book and promised that the final 

product would sell for “two to three guineas”—a form of currency that was typically reserved for 

high art in the Victorian era. The new Edith the Captive put illustrations in a place of prominence 

and attempted to reposition the penny dreadful as a savvy aesthetic investment.” 
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